LAB TEST FEES

- Chlamydia ($27.50 HF; $37.50 NHF)
- Gonorrhea ($27.50 HF; $37.50 NHF)
- HIV ($20 + $7 draw fee HF; $25 + $13 draw fee NHF)
- Syphilis ($17 + $7 draw fee HF; $30 + $13 draw fee NHF)
- Gyn Profile ($65 HF, $70NHF)
  - Gram Strain, Wet Prep, Chlamydia, GC)
- Herpes Virus (HF:$117; swab, includes type); NHF : $130
  - For Herpes blood test, please consult your clinician
- HPV (HF: $98); NHF: $108

For those not listed above, please consult with clinician to obtain prices.

HF = Health Fee
NHF = No Health Fee